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                                                Corrosion flourishes in dry and pre-action systems because air compressors supply unlimited oxygen and water.

                                                	Nitrogen: An inert solution
	Potter IntelliGen™ Nitrogen Generators
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                                                It may not seem possible that a new sprinkler system can produce pinhole leaks in less than two years, but it is. The corrosive effects of oxygen trapped in your wet system could be more costly than you think.

                                                	Wet system corrosion solutions
	Air Venting
	AquaN₂ Wet System Inerting
	Auto-Test Flowswitch
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	Monitoring
	Get Started!


        

    



    
        
            

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        The IntelliGen™Advantage

                        The Intelligen Nitrogen Generator Series is the only line of intelligent nitrogen generators for fire sprinkler systems. Every IntelliGen unit comes equipped with built-in IntelliGen Controller software. This software monitors every aspect of the nitrogen generator to ensure the unit is working at optimal performance.

                        The IntelliGen Nitrogen Generator monitors pressure, runtime, power, connectivity, and operational mode. By monitoring these activities, the system can indicate development of sprinkler system leaks, user interaction, or possible maintenance requirements.
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                        Air Fill andNitrogen purge automation

                        With Potter's advanced IntelliGen Controller, the generator collects information and uses proprietary algorithms to determine if the unit needs to be in Bypass Mode or Nitrogen Generating Mode.

                        Our IntelliGen Nitrogen Generators are as easy to install as a standard air compressor. There is no need to manually change ball valve configurations or worry if the unit is producing nitrogen. This not only ensures a sprinkler system fill time of 30 minutes as required by NFPA 13, but also that high purity nitrogen is protecting your system from corrosion, all without any user intervention.
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                            Leak rate detectionand trouble notification

                            Catch the leak before it's a problem! The IntelliGen Controller actively monitors the pressure loss of your sprinkler system. If unexpected leaks occur the nitrogen generator will give you advance warnings.

                            Additionally, the runtime is monitored and the system will notify you when your system needs maintenance. There is no guessing or forgetting about changing filters.

                            With a built-in bypass alarm, you will be alerted to any trouble conditions.

                        

                    

                

            

        


        
            
                
                    
                        Web Monitoringand email capabilities

                        With Potter's IntelliView Dashboard, you can connect and monitor your IntelliGen Nitrogen Generator from anywhere in the world. Simply connect the unit to your building's existing network and register at www.PotterIntelliView.com. Within minutes you will have access to system status, purge valve and nitrogen purity information, maintenance, historical data, and much more!

                        Multiple buildings and nitrogen generators are supported allowing a property owner or building manager to monitor all of their IntelliGen Nitrogen Systems from one location. System administrators can even register additional users to view system information.

                        Additionally, our IntelliGen Nitrogen Generators can automatically send email alerts for trouble conditions and maintenance reminders.
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                    Wall MountedSystems
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                            Potter's Wall Mount Nitrogen Systems are designed specifically for small dry and pre-action fire sprinkler systems. Featuring a quick-mount bracket, these wall mount units are easily installed in even the smallest of rooms while taking advantage of the same great features of Potter's larger generators.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            INS-100
                            160 Gallon Largest Riser Fill and 675 gallons of Total Sprinkler System Capacity

                        

                        
                            INS-250
                            300 Gallon Largest Riser Fill and 1,000 gallons of Total Sprinkler System Capacity

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            INS-600
                            525 Gallon Largest Riser Fill and 2,350 gallons of Total Sprinkler System Capacity

                        

                    


                    
                        IntegratedSystems
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                            Potter's line of Integrated Nitrogen Systems is designed specifically for smaller dry and pre-action fire sprinkler systems. When space is at a premium, these units easily fit where others can't. Just pipe directly from the nitrogen outlet to the air maintenance device to start protecting the system from corrosion.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            INS-500
                            500 Gallon Largest Riser Fill and 1,850 gallons of Total Sprinkler System Capacity

                        

                        
                            INS-1000
                            1,000 Gallon Largest Riser Fill and 3,400 gallons of Total Sprinkler System Capacity

                        

                    


                    
                        ModularSystems
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                            Our modular line of Nitrogen Generators allows us to design a unit specifically for any fire sprinkler system; while ensuring that a unit economically meets all corresponding NFPA requirements for fire sprinkler systems. These units are typically for larger dry systems or for applications where several sprinkler systems will be operated by one unit.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            INS-1500
                            2,000 Gallon Largest Riser Fill and 6,200 gallons of Total Sprinkler System Capacity

                        

                        
                            INS-2000
                            2,400 Gallon Largest Riser Fill and 12,000 gallons of Total Sprinkler System Capacity

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            INS-2500
                            2,400 Gallon Largest Riser Fill and 24,000 gallons of Total Sprinkler System Capacity

                        

                    

                

            

        


        
            
                IntelliGen™Accessories
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                                                INS-RA
                        LCD remote annunciator for the IntelliPurge® Nitrogen System

                    

                    
                                                NAMD
                        Pressure regulating device to control nitrogen or air pressure
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                                                PNA
                        Portable nitrogen analyzer for determining nitrogen purity
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                                                Filter Kit
                        Field replaceable filters that ensure lasting operation

                    

                


                Purge Valves

                Potter's IntelliGen Nitrogen Generators work with purge valves to successfully purge oxygen from the system and maintain high-purity nitrogen.

                Click here for more information on Potter Purge Valves
            

        


                    
                
                    
                        
                            EngineeringSubmittal Packet

                            Download Potter's IntelliGen engineering submittal packet including engineering specifications, Revit files, drawings, manuals and more!

                            Download Engineering Submittal Packet 
                                                             Click here for EU specs
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                SizingYour Job

                Sizing your nitrogen generator system requires three important pieces of information:

                
                    
                        1

                        Supervisory Pressure

                        This is the air pressure required to keep the dry valve closed, usually ranging between 20 and 40 PSI.

                    

                    
                        2

                        Largest Riser in Gallons

                        This is the total volume (in gallons) of the largest riser to ensure NFPA requirements of 30 minute fill time.

                    

                    
                        3

                        Total System Capacity

                        This is the total volume (in gallons) of all the risers that being supplied by the Nitrogen Generator.

                    

                

                Are you ready to complete your system with a Potter Nitrogen Generator? It takes more than just knowing total gallons to properly size a nitrogen system for corrosion protection. We will work with you to provide the best nitrogen solution.

                To ensure that you have the properly sized nitrogen generator for your application, please fill out this quick form.

                Nitrogen Generator Project Form 
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                    INS-100

                    
                        
                            	Potter's IntelliGen Controller (Patent Pending)
	Fully automates the air fill and nitrogen purge procedure
	Advanced leak rate detection
	Integrated bypass alarm
	Web Enabled—system can be monitored anywhere there is internet connectivity
	Automatically emails trouble alerts and maintenance reminders
	Includes all air compressors, tanks, filters, relief valves, coolers, automatic drains, and gauges
	FM Approved per Approval Standard 1035, Nitrogen Generators
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                                                        Documents & Resources
	Datasheet
	Datasheet - EU
	Datasheet - EU (Nordic)
	Manual
	Manual - EU
	Manual - EU (Nordic)
	Specification
	Specification - EU
	Sales Flyer
	Drawing
	Drawing - EU
	Ice Plug Control via Nitrogen
	Engineering Submittal Packet
	Engineering Submittal Packet - EU
	BIM
	INS Series Nitrogen Generator Project Form
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                    		Unit Specification
	Compressor Size	Integrated 1/4 HP oil-less air compressor
	Sprinkler System Capacity	675 gallons total sprinkler capacity*
	NFPA 13 (30 minute fill capacity)	160 gallons**
	Tank Size	N/A / 10 gallon nitrogen tank
	Nitrogen Cabinet Dimensions (HxWxD)	36" x 26" x 12"
	Nitrogen Cabinet Weight	130 lbs
	Nitrogen Tank Dimensions (HxWxØ)	36" x 18" x 10"
	Nitrogen Tank Weight	45 lbs
	Shipping Weight	250 lbs
	Electrical Requirements	2.8A @ 100-120V 1PH 60HZ
1.4A @ 200-240V 1PH 60HZ


                    * Assuming new system leak rate of 1.5 PSI per 24 hours
** At 40 PSI
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                    INS-250

                    
                        
                            	Potter's IntelliGen Controller (Patent Pending)
	Fully automates the air fill and nitrogen purge procedure
	Advanced leak rate detection
	Integrated bypass alarm
	Web Enabled—system can be monitored anywhere there is internet connectivity
	Automatically emails trouble alerts and maintenance reminders
	Includes all air compressors, tanks, filters, relief valves, coolers, automatic drains, and gauges
	FM Approved per Approval Standard 1035, Nitrogen Generators
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	Datasheet
	Datasheet - EU
	Datasheet - EU (Nordic)
	Manual
	Manual - EU
	Manual - EU (Nordic)
	Specification
	Specification - EU
	Sales Flyer
	Drawing
	Drawing - EU
	Ice Plug Control via Nitrogen
	Engineering Submittal Packet
	Engineering Submittal Packet - EU
	BIM
	INS Series Nitrogen Generator Project Form
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                    		Unit Specification
	Compressor Size	Integrated 1/2 HP oil-less air compressor
	Sprinkler System Capacity	1,000 gallons total sprinkler capacity*
	NFPA 13 (30 minute fill capacity)	300 gallons**
	Tank Size	N/A / 10 gallon nitrogen tank
	Nitrogen Cabinet Dimensions (HxWxD)	36" x 26" x 12"
	Nitrogen Cabinet Weight	130 lbs
	Nitrogen Tank Dimensions (HxWxØ)	36" x 18" x 10"
	Nitrogen Tank Weight	45 lbs
	Shipping Weight	250 lbs
	Electrical Requirements	5.7A @ 115-120V 1PH 60HZ
2.8A @ 230-240V 1PH 60HZ


                    * Assuming new system leak rate of 1.5 PSI per 24 hours
** At 40 PSI
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                    INS-600

                    
                        
                            	Potter's IntelliGen Controller (Patent Pending)
	Fully automates the air fill and nitrogen purge procedure
	Advanced leak rate detection
	Integrated bypass alarm
	Web Enabled—system can be monitored anywhere there is internet connectivity
	Automatically emails trouble alerts and maintenance reminders
	Includes all air compressors, tanks, filters, relief valves, coolers, automatic drains, and gauges
	FM Approved per Approval Standard 1035, Nitrogen Generators


                                                    Documents & Resources
	Datasheet
	Datasheet - EU
	Specification
	Manual
	Manual - EU
	Drawing
	Sales Flyer
	Ice Plug Control via Nitrogen
	BIM
	Engineering Submittal Packet
	Engineering Submittal Packet - EU
	INS Series Nitrogen Generator Project Form
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                    		Unit Specification
	Compressor Size	Twin 1/2 HP oil-less air compressors
	Sprinkler System Capacity	2,350 gallons total sprinkler capacity*
	NFPA 13 (30 minute fill capacity)	525 gallons**
	Tank Size	20 gallon nitrogen tank
	Nitrogen Cabinet Dimensions (HxWxD)	46" x 27.5" x 12"
	Nitrogen Cabinet Weight	182 lbs
	Nitrogen Tank Dimensions (HxWxØ)	36" x 18" x 10"
	Nitrogen Tank Weight	80 lbs
	Shipping Weight	400 lbs
	Electrical Requirements	11.4A @ 115-120V 1PH 60HZ
5.6A @ 230-240V 1PH 60HZ


                    * Assuming new system leak rate of 1.5 PSI per 24 hours
** At 40 PSI
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                    INS-500

                    
                        
                            	Potter's IntelliGen Controller (Patent Pending)
	Fully automates the air fill and nitrogen purge procedure
	Advanced leak rate detection
	Integrated bypass alarm
	Web Enabled—system can be monitored anywhere there is internet connectivity
	Automatically emails trouble alerts and maintenance reminders
	Includes all air compressors, tanks, filters, relief valves, coolers, automatic drains, and gauges
	FM Approved per Approval Standard 1035, Nitrogen Generators
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	Specification - EU
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	Drawing
	Drawing - EU
	Ice Plug Control via Nitrogen
	Engineering Submittal Packet
	Engineering Submittal Packet - EU
	BIM
	INS Series Nitrogen Generator Project Form
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                    		Unit Specification
	Compressor Size	Integrated 1 HP oil-less air compressor
	Sprinkler System Capacity	1,850 gallons total sprinkler capacity*
	NFPA 13 (30 minute fill capacity)	500 gallons**
	Tank Size	20 gallon air tank, 20 gallon nitrogen tank
	Dimensions (HxWxD)	54" x 42" x 32" (fits through standard door)
	Unit Weight	400 lbs
	Shipping Weight	500 lbs
	Electrical Requirements	12.2A @ 115-120V 1PH 60HZ (Quiet)
10.4A @ 115V 1PH 60HZ
5.2A @ 230V 1PH 60HZ


                    * Assuming new system leak rate of 1.5 PSI per 24 hours
** At 40 PSI
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                    INS-1000

                    
                        
                            	Potter's IntelliGen Controller (Patent Pending)
	Fully automates the air fill and nitrogen purge procedure
	Advanced leak rate detection
	Integrated bypass alarm
	Web Enabled—system can be monitored anywhere there is internet connectivity
	Automatically emails trouble alerts and maintenance reminders
	Includes all air compressors, tanks, filters, relief valves, coolers, automatic drains, and gauges
	FM Approved per Approval Standard 1035, Nitrogen Generators
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                                                        Documents & Resources
	Datasheet
	Datasheet - EU
	Datasheet - EU (Nordic)
	Manual
	Manual - EU
	Manual - EU (Nordic)
	Specification
	Specification - EU
	Sales Flyer
	Drawing
	Drawing - EU
	Ice Plug Control via Nitrogen
	Engineering Submittal Packet
	Engineering Submittal Packet - EU
	BIM
	INS Series Nitrogen Generator Project Form
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                    		Unit Specification
	Compressor Size	Integrated 2 HP oil-less air compressor
	Sprinkler System Capacity	3,400 gallons total sprinkler capacity*
	NFPA 13 (30 minute fill capacity)	1,000 gallons**
	Tank Size	20 gallon air tank, 20 gallon nitrogen tank
	Dimensions (HxWxD)	54" x 42" x 32" (fits through standard door)
	Unit Weight	450 lbs
	Shipping Weight	550 lbs
	Electrical Requirements	12A @ 230V 1PH 60HZ
6A @ 230V 3PH 60HZ
3.8A @ 460V 3PH 60HZ


                    * Assuming new system leak rate of 1.5 PSI per 24 hours
** At 40 PSI
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                    INS-1500

                    
                        
                            	Potter's IntelliGen Controller (Patent Pending)
	Fully automates the air fill and nitrogen purge procedure
	Advanced leak rate detection
	Integrated bypass alarm
	Web Enabled—system can be monitored anywhere there is internet connectivity
	Automatically emails trouble alerts and maintenance reminders
	Includes all air compressors, tanks, filters, relief valves, coolers, automatic drains, and gauges
	FM Approved per Approval Standard 1035, Nitrogen Generators


                                                    Documents & Resources
	Datasheet
	Datasheet - EU
	Engineering Submittal Packet
	Manual
	Manual - EU
	Manual
	Specification
	BIM
	Drawing
	Drawing - EU
	Engineering Submittal Packet - EU
	Ice Plug Control via Nitrogen
	Sales Flyer
	Specification - EU
	INS Series Nitrogen Generator Project Form
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                    		Unit Specification
	Compressor Size	7.5 HP lubricated air compressor
	Sprinkler System Capacity	6,200 gallons total sprinkler capacity*
	NFPA 13 (30 minute fill capacity)	2,000 gallons**
	Tank Size	80 gallon air tank, 60 gallon nitrogen tank
	Nitrogen Cabinet Dimensions (HxWxD)	70" x 31" x 13"
	Nitrogen Cabinet Weight	210 lbs
	Nitrogen Tank Dimensions (HxØ)	53" x 20"
	Nitrogen Tank Weight	155 lbs
	Tank Mounted Air Compressor Dimensions (HxWxD)	74" x 37" x 24"
	Tank Mounted Air Compressor Weight	650 lbs
	Total Shipping Weight	1,300 lbs
	Electrical Requirements	26.8A @ 200-208V 3PH 60HZ***
22.3A @ 230-240V 3PH 60HZ***
11.1A @ 460-480V 3PH 60HZ***


                    * Assuming new system leak rate of 1.5 PSI per 24 hours
** At 40 PSI
*** Requires two (2) 120V connections for nitrogen cabinet and air tank blow-down solenoid
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                    INS-2000

                    
                        
                            	Potter's IntelliGen Controller (Patent Pending)
	Fully automates the air fill and nitrogen purge procedure
	Advanced leak rate detection
	Integrated bypass alarm
	Web Enabled—system can be monitored anywhere there is internet connectivity
	Automatically emails trouble alerts and maintenance reminders
	Includes all air compressors, tanks, filters, relief valves, coolers, automatic drains, and gauges
	FM Approved per Approval Standard 1035, Nitrogen Generators
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	Datasheet - EU
	Ice Plug Control via Nitrogen
	Manual
	Manual - EU
	Engineering Submittal Packet
	Drawing
	Drawing - EU
	BIM
	Specification
	Specification - EU
	Sales Flyer
	Engineering Submittal Packet - EU
	INS Series Nitrogen Generator Project Form
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                    		Unit Specification
	Compressor Size	7.5 HP lubricated air compressor
	Sprinkler System Capacity	12,000 gallons total sprinkler capacity*
	NFPA 13 (30 minute fill capacity)	2,400 gallons**
	Tank Size	80 gallon air tank, 60 gallon nitrogen tank
	Nitrogen Cabinet Dimensions (HxWxD)	70" x 31" x 13"
	Nitrogen Cabinet Weight	210 lbs
	Nitrogen Tank Dimensions (HxØ)	53" x 20"
	Nitrogen Tank Weight	155 lbs
	Tank Mounted Air Compressor Dimensions (HxWxD)	74" x 37" x 24"
	Tank Mounted Air Compressor Weight	660 lbs
	Total Shipping Weight	1,300 lbs
	Electrical Requirements	26.8A @ 200-208V 3PH 60HZ***
22.3A @ 230-240V 3PH 60HZ***
11.1A @ 460-480V 3PH 60HZ***


                    * Assuming new system leak rate of 1.5 PSI per 24 hours
** At 40 PSI
*** Requires two (2) 120V connections for nitrogen cabinet and air tank blow-down solenoid
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                    INS-2500

                    
                        
                            	Potter's IntelliGen Controller (Patent Pending)
	Fully automates the air fill and nitrogen purge procedure
	Advanced leak rate detection
	Integrated bypass alarm
	Web Enabled—system can be monitored anywhere there is internet connectivity
	Automatically emails trouble alerts and maintenance reminders
	Includes all air compressors, tanks, filters, relief valves, coolers, automatic drains, and gauges
	FM Approved per Approval Standard 1035, Nitrogen Generators
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	Datasheet
	Datasheet - EU
	Ice Plug Control via Nitrogen
	Manual
	Manual - EU
	Manual
	Specification
	Drawing
	Drawing - EU
	BIM
	Engineering Submittal Packet
	Engineering Submittal Packet - EU
	Sales Flyer
	Specification - EU
	INS Series Nitrogen Generator Project Form
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                    		Unit Specification
	Compressor Size	7.5 HP lubricated air compressor
	Sprinkler System Capacity	24,000 gallons total sprinkler capacity*
	NFPA 13 (30 minute fill capacity)	2,400 gallons**
	Tank Size	80 gallon air tank, 120 gallon nitrogen tank
	Nitrogen Cabinet Dimensions (HxWxD)	70" x 31" x 13"
	Nitrogen Cabinet Weight	260 lbs
	Nitrogen Tank Dimensions (HxØ)	77 1/4" x 21"
	Nitrogen Tank Weight	350 lbs
	Tank Mounted Air Compressor Dimensions (HxWxD)	74" x 37" x 24"
	Tank Mounted Air Compressor Weight	660 lbs
	Total Shipping Weight	1,450 lbs
	Electrical Requirements	26.8A @ 200-208V 3PH 60HZ***
22.3A @ 230-240V 3PH 60HZ***
11.1A @ 460-480V 3PH 60HZ***


                    * Assuming new system leak rate of 1.5 PSI per 24 hours
** At 40 PSI
*** Requires two (2) 120V connections for nitrogen cabinet and air tank blow-down solenoid
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                    INS-RA

                    
                        
                            The INS-RA is a LCD remote annunciator for the IntelliPurge® Nitrogen System. The INS-RA communicates to up to 27 INS-PV Potter IntelliPurge Nitrogen Purge Valves using a RS-485 connection. The INS-RA features a LCD display which allows easy control of all INS-PV units on the network. Using an INS-RA, the user can view system status, view operational history, start purge, cancel purge, and refresh N₂ levels remotely.

                            The INS-RA also allows for purge scheduling for nitrogen systems that are connected to more than one fire sprinkler system. The INS-RA will schedule purge process sequentially, allowing the user to purge multiple systems without manually starting and stopping.
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	Datasheet
	Sales Flyer
	Sales Flyer - Wet/Dry Systems Corrosion Solutions
	Ice Plug Control via Nitrogen
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                    NAMD

                    
                        
                            The Nitrogen Air Maintenance Device (NAMD) is a field adjustable pressure regulating device used to keep nitrogen or air pressure at the correct level in dry pipe and preaction fire sprinkler systems. It can also be used to control pressure in dry pilot line systems of dry pilot actuated deluge or preaction valves.

                            The NAMD is used in sprinkler systems with an automatically controlled compressed nitrogen or air source that is at a pressure higher than required for proper system operation. These sources can include nitrogen generators and air compressors dedicated to the fire sprinkler system and "plant" air or nitrogen systems. The NAMD includes a manual bypass that, after sprinkler system maintenance or operation, allows quick filling of the sprinkler system.
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                    PNA

                    
                        
                            The portable Nitrogen analyzer is an easy way to determine the exact purity of nitrogen that the Potter Nitrogen Generator is producing. Since the analyzer is portable, it gives you the ability to check the end of the line purity of the fire sprinkler system, ensuring the system is protected.
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                    Filter Kit

                    
                        
                            The Potter IntelliGen series allows for quick and easy filter replacement on site. This ensures lasting operation without significant system downtime. With intelligent monitoring, you will be notified when your system needs maintenance—no guessing or forgetting when to change filters.
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	Datasheet - Filter Kit for INS-1500/2000
	Datasheet - Filter Kit for INS-500/1000
	Ice Plug Control via Nitrogen
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